
Analyzing Defensive Fronts And Coverages To
Stop The Running Quarterback

When facing a running quarterback, defenses need to employ effective strategies
to mitigate their impact on the game. This article will dive into the intricacies of
analyzing defensive fronts and coverages to contain and stop the running
quarterback.
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The Challenge of Defending the Running Quarterback

The rise of dual-threat quarterbacks in the modern game has presented a unique
challenge for defensive coordinators. These quarterbacks possess not only the
ability to throw accurately but also the speed and agility to make plays with their
legs, often resulting in substantial gains for their offense.
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Defenses must adapt their approach to contain the running quarterback, as
traditional defensive schemes may prove ineffective in stopping their explosive
plays. Analyzing the defensive fronts and coverages becomes crucial to develop
a game plan specifically designed to thwart their impact.

Analyzing Defensive Fronts

The defensive front is the first line of defense against the running quarterback. It
comprises defensive linemen and linebackers who aim to disrupt the offensive
line and prevent gaps for the quarterback to exploit.
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One effective strategy is to implement a "spy" on the quarterback, assigning a
defender to shadow him throughout the play. By deploying a spying defender, the
defense can limit the quarterback's mobility and force him into making quick
decisions, potentially leading to mistakes.

Additionally, defensive fronts often rely on stunts and twists to confuse the
offensive line and disrupt the running lanes for the quarterback. By creating
chaos and clogging up the potential escape routes, the defense can restrict the
quarterback's options and force him into negative plays.

Analyzing Defensive Coverages

Alongside a well-executed defensive front, the proper coverage scheme is crucial
in defending the running quarterback. Analyzing the different coverages allows
defensive coordinators to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each and
determine the most effective approach.

Cover 2 and Cover 4 are commonly used coverages against mobile
quarterbacks. Cover 2 enables both safeties to be deep and helps guard against
long pass plays while keeping a watch on the quarterback's scrambling ability.
Cover 4, also known as "quarters," maintains four defensive backs deep in the
secondary, limiting the opportunities for the quarterback to exploit deep zones.

Furthermore, defenses can mix their coverages, employing man-to-man coverage
with zone blitzes to confuse the quarterback's reads and disrupt the timing of the
play. By giving the quarterback different looks, the defense forces him to second-
guess his decisions and potentially make errors.

The Importance of Film Study



Analyzing defensive fronts and coverages alone is insufficient. Film study plays a
vital role in identifying the tendencies and patterns of the running quarterback and
the offenses he leads. By studying past games, defensive coordinators can tailor
their strategies to exploit weaknesses in the quarterback's game and enhance
their chances of stopping him.

Understanding the running quarterback's preferences, whether it be running to
one side more often or relying on specific formations, allows the defense to
anticipate and react accordingly. Film study equips the defense with invaluable
insights that can be used to make informed decisions during the game.

Incorporating Agility and Discipline

Lastly, when defending a running quarterback, defenders themselves must
possess agility and discipline. Quick reactions, lateral movement, and discipline
in maintaining assigned gaps are crucial attributes for effectively containing
mobile quarterbacks.

Proper tackling techniques are also essential, as missed tackles can lead to big
gains for the running quarterback. Defenders must be skilled in tackling in open
space and employ proper pursuit angles to limit the quarterback's potential for
extended plays.

Stopping a running quarterback requires an in-depth analysis of defensive fronts,
coverages, film study, and the athleticism and discipline of defenders. By
combining these elements, defensive coordinators can formulate comprehensive
game plans to neutralize the impact of running quarterbacks and increase the
success of their defense.
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The spread offense with the quarterback in the gun has made the quarterback
into a viable running threat. Like past offensive attacks that include the wishbone,
single wing, double slot midline option, etc. the defense must know what
defensive alignments and coverage can be used to spy or tag the quarterback as
a runner without compromising defending the other skill players. Coach Renner
breaks down the most common defensive fronts and coverages including 4-3
Cover 2, 3-4 Cover 2, 3-5 Cover 3, 6-2 Cover 3 and Bear Cover 0 and Cover 1
defenses versus the spread 2x2 formation to uncover common areas that can
and cannot defend the running spread option quarterback. Using over 30
diagrams and 10 pictures, Coach Renner provides the information a coach needs
to know as to the strengths and weaknesses of each of the defenses he dissects
versus the running spread option quarterback. A summary chart is included with
bulleted points of reference to summarize the defensive alignment and coverage
consistencies a coach needs to remember when playing a running option
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quarterback. Coach Renner also includes diagrams that detail the most common
quarterback spread running plays and how to defend them by alignment and
assignment. Athletes can make any defense work. But playing defense with the
proper defensive alignment and coverage versus the offense can make any
player able to play effectively. This is what you will learn from How to Defend a
Running Spread Option Quarterback.
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